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ABSTRACT

Beginning with the January 1992 Agricultural Survey (AS), the National Agricultural Statistics
Service (NASS) instituted a three phase reinterview and reconciliation Cattle on Feed Survey
Quality Assessment (QA). The QA focused on interviews with farmer-feeders who reported
positive cattle inventories on the AS to assess the quality of cattle on feed (COF) reported data.

The QA consisted of three phases over a twelve month span in order to accomplish intermediate
goals while transforming a research project into an operational program. The QA has two parts:
one series of questions used to measure response bias, and a second series of cognitive questions
used to investigate under- or overreporting of COF, and respondents' understanding of AS terms
and questions.

Respondents were requested to provide their own definition for "cattle and calves on feed,"
"backgrounding" and "calves (calt)." Respondents in five farmer-feeder States (Illinois, Iowa,
Minnesota, Nebraska, South Dakota) had mixed results in matching the NASS definitions for
these terms. Most variability occurred in defining backgrounding, and in providing a weight
class when defining a calf.

Respondents who had both cattle and calves on feed and backgrounding cattle and calves were
able to provide separate numbers for each group. When totals are not asked for independently,
some combining of the groups occurs, while in other cases head are left uncounted. There is
evidence of the underreporting of calves within the COF inventory. Respondents were nearly
as likely to exclude calves to be finished on their operation for the slaughter market as they were
to include them as COF.
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Backgrounding; Cattle on Feed; Cognitive interviewing; Quality assessment; Reconciliation;
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SUMMARY

Beginning with the January 1992 Agricultural Survey (AS), the National Agricultural Statistics
Service (NASS) instituted a three phase reinterview and reconciliation program to assess the
quality of cattle on feed (COF) reported data. This program evolved as the Cattle on Feed
Survey Quality Assessment (QA). The QA focused on interviews with farmer-feeders who
reported positive cattle inventories on the operational AS, rather than reinterviewing commercial
feedlots. The focus on the smaller farmer-feeders was to investigate a hypothesis of
overreporting of COF inventories within this group.

The QA consisted of three phases designed to accomplish intermediate goals of transforming a
research project into an operational program over a twelve month span. Overall goals of the
program were to determine the existence of, and reasons for, any reporting errors; to gather
information on the respondents' understanding of the AS questions; and to provide real-time
response bias estimates of COF inventories for the Agricultural Statistics Board (ASB).

The QA can be considered to have two parts: one series of questions used to determine the
presence and magnitude of any response bias, and a second series of cognitive questions used
to investigate under- or overreporting of COF, and respondents' understanding of AS terms and
questions. This report will focus on the data and information received from the cognitive
questions from Phase 3 of the program.

Respondents were requested to provide their definition for "cattle and calves on feed". The
three most frequently mentioned components across the five states were

"Being fed for the slaughter market"
"On grain ration / on full feed"

and "Contained in a feedlot"

(299 replies, 25.8%),
(297 replies, 25.6%),
(136 replies, 11.7%),

all of which fall within the NASS definition for COF. For this item, 12% of the components
mentioned were negative responses, in conflict with the NASS definition.

Respondents were then to provide their definition for "backgrounding". The three most
frequently mentioned positive components across the five states were

"Readying for feedlot/readying for full feed"
"Growing to sell to someone else to fatten"

and "On limited rations"

(148 replies, 14.4%),
(134 replies, 13.0%),
( 99 replies, 9.6%),

which fall within the NASS definition for backgrounding. Negative responses accounted for
17% of the components mentioned.

Respondents in these five farmer-feeder States (Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska, South
Dakota) have difficulty with the term backgrounding. In defining what "cattle and calves on
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feed" meant to them, 7 times as many respondents in thc five States specifically included
backgrounding animals (51 replies, 4.4%) in their definition as specifically excluded
backgrounding animals (7 replies, 0.6%). When asked to provide their own definition for
backgrounding, 141 respondents (13.7% of responses for this term) replied, "I don't know".
These results are despite the fact that the AS questionnaire contains a definition for
backgrounding within the body of the COF total inventory question.

Respondents also provided their definition for the final term of the group, "calves (calf)". The
three most frequently mentioned positive components across th,;~five states were

"Up to 500 #"
"Up till weaning"

and "Under one year I up to a yearling"

(197 replies. 22.3%),
(184 replies. 20.8%),
(118 replies .. 1.1.4%).

The percentage of positive components across the five state~ for "calves (calf)" averaged 99 %,
but this high percentage of positive components is due to the large number of responses
considered "comparable to" (rather than in conflict with) the NASS definition.

Of those who supplied a weight when providing their own ddinition of "calves (calt) " , 268
(58%) mentioned a category other than the NASS standard of "less than 500 pounds". In
reporting their number of calves on their operation over 500 pounds, 292 respondents reported
50,733 calves, 9.6% of which were not included in the cat tic and calves inventory.

Of the 446 respondents who provided a COF inventory total, I=~~(28.7%) additionally reported
15,524 backgrounding cattle, an average of 121 head per resp<ll1dent. The expanded total for
these backgrounding cattle is 899,804 head. None of these cattle and calves were included in
the COF inventory total, in accordance with the NASS definition of COF.

After providing their COF inventory total, then their badgrounding cattle total, only 4
respondents replied "Yes" to a question asking if the survey had missed any cattle or calves that
the respondent felt should be included as COF. By asking two questions we were able to
account for virtually all of the cattle and calves on the surVl'yecl operations, minimizing the
possibility that some cattle and calves were either mistakenly included in or excluded from the
COF total inventory.

There is evidence of the underreporting of calves within the COF inventory. Respondents were
nearly as likely to exclude calves to be finished on their operation for the slaughter market as
they were to include them as COF.

The responses to a series of questions show that respondents \\lith calves under 500 pounds had
made a decision about whether to finish the calves themselves or sell them to be finished by
someone else, and could relate to the enumerator all categoric'; in which their calves belonged.
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A hypothetical question was asked of all respondents. It asked whether the respondent would
include or exclude as COF, any calves for which a decision to finish them or sell them as
feeders had not been made. Many respondents told the enumerator they did not have calves
awaiting a decision, and could not answer this question. Of those who did answer the question,
approximately 75 % would include "undecided" calves in their COF total.
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INTRODUCTION

Survey researchers have developed a highly developed art of questionnaire design
and interview procedure~ to reduce nonsampling errors and have carried out many
studies to test aspects of that art.. ... Recently, however, survey researchers have
recognized that among nonsampling errors are those occasioned by the cognitive
processes that respondents are required to exercise ill the survey interview
situation. Respondent~ must often recall events and make judgements or
estimates, and [researchl'fs] always face issues of comprehension of the questions
askedntheir meaning to respondents as well as thei r I1Kaning to interviewers.
(Fienberg and Tanur, 11l~N)

Beginning with the January IL)92 Agricultural Survey (AS), the National Agricultural Statistics
Service (NASS) instituted a three phase reinterview and rl'conciliation program to assess the
quality of cattle on feed (COF) reported data. The program focused on interviews with farmer-
feeders who reported positi\t~ c~1ttle inventories on the operational AS, rather than reinterviewing
commercial feedlots. The fonls on the smaller farmer-feeders was to investigate a hypothesis
of overreporting of COF invcntories within this group.

The program consisted of three phases designed to accomplish intermediate goals in transforming
a research project into an operational program over a twelve month span. Overall goals of the
program were to determine the existence of, and reasons for, any reporting errors; to gather
information on the respondents' understanding of the AS questions; and to provide real-time
response bias estimates of cor inventories for the Agricultural Statistics Board (ASB).

Phase 1 of the QA was conducted exclusively in Iowa, to develop the reinterview and
reconciliation instruments, in conjunction with the January 19l)=~AS. Phase 2 was expanded to
include Minnesota with the July 1992 AS. Phase 3 expanded to include five fanner-feeder
States: lllinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska and South Dakott OIl the January 1993 AS.

The QA can be considered to have two parts: one series of questions used to determine the
presence of a response bias, and a second series of cognitive questions used to investigate under-
or overreporting of COF, and respondents' understanding of AS terms and questions. While
data from one series aids in ulllk~rstandi ng data from the other. his paper wi 11focus on the data
and information received frum the cognitive questions from I'hase 3 of the program.

This program evolved as till' Clttk on Feed Survey Quality Assessment (QA). The QA required
a re-contact of respondenh fwm the AS, and bore many silll,larities to previolls reintervicw
studies which have foIlO\ved this general format:

An office enumerator Lomp1etes a telephone interview or Computer Assisted Telephone
Interview (CA TI) with a respondent;



A field enumerator will attempt a face to face reinterview with the original respondent
within IO days of the initial interview, or interview someone who can serve as the
original respondent's proxy;

The field enumerator will use an exact copy of the initial survey instrument for the
rein terview;

After the reinterview instrument is completed, the field enumerator will open a sealed
envelope containing a reconciliation form showing the responses from the initial
interview, the original respondent's name and the date of the interview;

When the initial and reinterview responses to a given question differ, the field
enumerator will copy over to the reconciliation form the response from the reinterview,
and place it next to the preprinted response from the initial interview;

After each survey item has been checked this way, the enumerator will ask the
respondent to resolve the discrepancies, by choosing either the initial response, the
reinterview response, or a new, third response as the best answer to a question;

This reconciled "best" answer is recorded, and considered to be the "truth" for all
estimates of bias among responses to a question;

Explanations of the respondent's decision making process are also recorded, and when
all discrepancies are reconciled, the reinterview is concluded.

The QA was a departure from the typical NASS reinterview survey in three ways:

I. For the QA, only a few selected questions from the initial survey instrument were
kept, while two other initial questions were reworded, and cognitive questions not
on the initial instrument were added. The resulting reinterview instrument was
shorter and focused on the cattle items of interest.

2. Respondents from non-CA TI initial interviews were included III the QA
reinterview sample.

3. Written training materials and workshop sessions stressed that field enumerators
should read the QA questions exactly as worded (NASS 1993a, 1993b).

Real-time indications and response bias estimates from the QA were to be available to the ASB
at the same time as the operational survey indications were due.

While NASS staff are concerned about the respondent burden caused by a reinterview survey,
the benefits of a reinterview can be great and NASS has historically enjoyed high response rates
on reinterview surveys (Hanuschak, et al., 1991). Blair and Sudman (1992) have found that
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even respondents who cooperate with reinterviews may find them burdensome. They found that
it is possible to improve respondents' perceptions of reinterviews by stressing the quality control
nature of the survey, and by including some new questil)ns along with the repeated questions
(Blair and Sudman, 1992). For this reason, thl.:'fidd enumer~ltor introduction printed on the QA
interview form reads as follows:

Hello, I am __ with the (State) Agricultural Stati~ti,'~ Service. One of our
interviewers contacted this household recently to obtain information for our
January Agricultural Survey. We are reinterviewing a few of the people in the
original survey, asking a few of the questions from that survey and a few
different questions in order to evaluate the quality of our survey pI'ocedures.
I would like to speak with the person most knowkdgeable about this cattle
operation. I would appreciate it if you would take thl' time to help me.

The January 1993 QA achil'wd a response rate of 82 ~:~. 'Ll\l\.':2 in Appendix E shows the
response by state for Phase J of the QA.

The need of federal agencies to rely on more than anecdotal evidence to examine how
respondents interpret thei r q uC'itions and surveys was docull1ented as early as 1983, with a
chapter devoted to cognitivc rl'search in an Office of Managell1ent and Budget Statistical Policy
Working Paper.

For an in-depth analysis of the presence of bias in the reporting of cor inventories, see Hood
(1992, 1993). For respondent and enumerator comments ah(lut NASS surveys in general and
the QA in particular, see appendices K and L.

BACKGROUND

The COF Survey QA is a three phase reinterview and reconciliation project, utilizing a
subsample of AS farmer-fet'ders who reported positive eattk inventories, The focus on the
farmer-feeders was to investigate a hypothesis of over-reporting of cor inventories within this
group.

The QA program is unique in that it was designed to evolve UWI' a span of twelve months from
a research project in Phases 1 and 2 into an operational program in Phase 3. Overall goals of
the program were to determine the existence of, and reasons fur any reporting errors; to gather
information on the respondt'nt~' understanding of the AS qUc~~ions; and to provide real-time
response bias estimates of cor inventories for the ASB.

Phase 1 was a pilot study conducted exclusively in Iowa during January of 1992, to field test
training materials and reinterview and reconciliation instrumcnls, and to work out the logistics
for conducting the COF ()A in the tie1el. Headquarlt:rs \t~Jr. SSO staff and supervisory
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enumerators teamed in groups of two to conduct the face to face QA interviews. Approximately
65 non-randomly selected CA TI cattle samples located within 100 miles of the Des Moines SSO
were selected for a QA, netting 32 completed interviews. Those respondents who could not be
located during the initial contact were marked as inaccessible, leading to the low response rate.

During Phase 1 the techniques for printing reconciliation forms and distributing the QA
interview materials to enumerators were refined. Results from this small, non-random sample
were only anecdotal, but pointed to respondents misclassifying cattle when reporting.

Responses to the cognitive questions asking respondents to supply definitions to selected terms
used in the operational questionnaire showed a wide range of interpretation of those terms.

Phase 1 was considered a success as the three stated objectives of the pilot study were met: the
QA interview forms were field tested for suitability; staff became familiar with steps necessary
to focus a QA on a specific subsample of the AS (respondents with cattle on feed inventories);
and the methods necessary to extend QA to non-CA TI initial interviews were developed.

Phase 2 utilized operational sized QA interview samples in Iowa and Minnesota during July of
1992. This phase included CATI and non-CATI components in the subsample of July AS
respondents.

Enumerator training for this phase included home study with a QA Introductory Self Study
Guide, a QA Interviewer's Manual, and one half day of workshop training provided by
headquarters and SSO staff. Examples of QA interviews collected during the January pilot study
were utilized in the training. Enumerators were trained on the QA interview form,
reconciliation form and survey procedures.

The QA interview form was changed only slightly from the pilot study, and again was similar
to but shorter than the operational survey instrument. Similar sections between the operational
and QA instruments were SECTION 1 - IDENTIFICATION, where only the cattle question was
retained among the screening questions; SECTION 2 - ACRES OPERATED; SECTION 6 -
PARTNER NAMES; SECTION 7 - CHANGE IN OPERATOR; and SECTION 8 -
CONCLUSION, where a transition to the reconciliation form was added.

In the QA SECTION 3 - CATTLE AND CAL YES, only those questions needed to arrive at
the total inventory were retained. In SECTION 4 - CATTLE ON FEED, only reworded
questions concerning "total cattle and calves on feed" inventory and capacity were similar to the
operational questions. In this section, operational questions concerning marketings and
distributions by weight categories were replaced with cognitive questions meant to identify cattle
being incorrectly (according to the NASS definition) included or excluded as COF.

Jobe and Mingay (1989) stress that of the four stages of the cognitive approach to questionnaire
design, the critical first stage is, "comprehension, in which the respondent interprets the meaning
of the question." Cognitive questions were built into the QA design to evaluate respondents'
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interpretation and comprehension of survey definitions, concepts and question wording. Notable
among these is QA SECTION 5 - TERMS AND RECORDS USAGE, where respondents were
asked to provide definitions to terms used in the operational <,urvey.

Reconciliation forms for thl' QA subsample from the certifinl (a preliminary check of coding)
CA TI interviews were printed each morning, and mailed to supervisory enumerators who
distributed them to the enumerators. Reconciliation forms for non-CA TI initial interviews were
filled in by supervisory enumerators, who then distributed them to an enumerator other than the
one who performed the initial interview.

QA results showed a significant difference for cattle on feed capacity between the initial and QA
interviews for Iowa, Minnesota and the combined states' results. This is not too surprising since
the QA version of this question differs from the operational question. The QA question wording
was thought to renect the underlying concept of interest, but it provided significantly lower
capacity numbers. No other significant differences were dcteckd between the initial interview
responses and the QA reconciled values for any questions in this t\\/O state test. ror more
detailed information on the re'iults of Phase 2, see Hood, 1992.

Phase 2 was successful in that providing real-time respon\L' bias estimates for the ASB was
shown to be feasible, QA procedures for non-CA TI initial lI11.erviews were field tested, and
additional NASS units were consulted and involved in order to facilitate the transition of the QA
from research to operational status for January of 1993.

In NASS headquarters, operational units had a large involvement in Phase 3 of the QA, from
questionnaire and manual printing to sample design and summarization. In the field. Phase 3
further expanded the scope of the QA for the January 1993 AS to include five farmL'r-feeder
States: Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska and South Dakutl.

Based on experience from phases 1 and 2, only January 1993 AS completed interviews with a
positive total cattle inventory were subsampJed for the QA. AS interviews that reported zero
cattle, reported to be out of business, or were refusals and in,k:cessibles were not subsampled
for the QA. Additionally, no operations from the January AS strata that had a probability of
selection equal to one were subsampled for the QA, in order to minimize respondent burden at
that level. Sample sizes for Phase :I can be seen in Table I ot Appendix E.

QA interviews were face to face reinterviews from both CAT! "nd non--CATI initial inlL'rviews.
Supervisory and experienced enumerators received four hours (1f workshop instruction in addition
to home study time, and conducted all QA interviews. They were instructed to follow' the QA
questionnaire question wording and ordering exactly as pl'inted so that the etTects of different
question wordings between the initial and the QA intervie\vs ,:ould be studied. Examples of
wording differences can be Sl'en in Appendix G.

All QA interviews were to be completed within 10 days of the initial interview with the person
most kno\vledgeable of the operation, regardless of who t)1(' respondent was for the initial
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interview. Immediately upon completing the QA interview, the enumerator opened the envelope
containing the initial interview responses and asked the respondent to assist in reconciling any
differences in responses between the two interviews.

The reconciliation form used in January 1993 was shorter than the one used in January and July
of 1992, and shorter than the one typically used with a NASS reinterview. Dropped from the
reconciliation were questions relating to changes in operation, partners and "source of the
difference" for different responses on the two interviews.

Choices for "source of the difference" in phases 1 and 2 were any of the following, either alone
or in combination: the initial enumerator, the initial respondent, the QA enumerator, the QA
respondent. Respondents tended to regard this as "placing blame" rather than helping to
"evaluate the quality of our survey procedures".

By fine tuning the QA interview and reconciliation forms, the QA was as "user friendly" to the
enumerators, respondents and office editors as was feasible and still allow the goals of the
program to be accomplished. Relevant sections of the January 1993 AS questionnaire can be
seen in Appendix H. The Phase 3 QA questionnaire is identical to the Phase 2 questionnaire,
and can be seen in Appendix 1. The Phase 3 reconciliation form can be seen in Appendix J.

Phase 3 of the QA was successful as the stated objectives for this phase were achieved:

* operational staff rather than research staff had the main responsibility for the QA;

* real-time estimates of response bias for COF items were provided to the ASB;

* cognitive information from this phase provided evidence to maximize the
usefu Iness of the cattle sections of the AS.

METHODS

The sample for the January 1993 QA was drawn from both the COF strata and the cattle strata
in each state. For the analysis and reporting of certain data in this report, strata were combined
within categories as SMALL, MEDIUM, OR LARGE operations. The way in which strata
were combined is presented in Appendix F.

When reaching SECTION 5 of the QA interview, the enumerator would read the following to
the respondent,

"Now I would like to discuss what some terms or words mean to you. Many times,
terms mean different things to people living in different areas. This information will
help us obtain the exact information that we are interested in. Please look at this card
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[hand card fo respondenr] and tell me in your own \vorch \vhat ~ach term m~ans to you.
If you are not familiar with a term, let me know and go on to the next one. II

The show card the respondent received contained the following three items from the AS, in large
print and well spaced for easy reading:

a. cattle and calves on feed:
b. backgrounding:
c. calves (calf):

The enumerator would prompt the respondent simply by saying the tcrm or phrase, and would
then record the respondent's reply in full. The object was to St?C whether what came to mind
for the respondent when considering these terms matched the NASS definition for the item. This
is a form of verbal probing used extensively by Willis et al.. (1991), or .fi·all/e-(~rrel('rence
probing as defined by Esposito. et a!., (1991).

The N ASS defini tion of COF supplied to enumerators (N ASS, llllj.k) is d~tai led, but too length y
to be used on an AS instrument. The respondent's fram~ of rctcrence for th~ NASS definition
of COF can only come from fully reading the introductory remarks and question themselves,
from having an enumerator fully read the introductory r~marks and question to th~l11, or by
asking for and receiving an expanded explanation of the term from the enumerator.

The introductory remarks and COF inventory question froIll the January 199.1 AS are the
following:

We need to know abollt the cattle and calves on feed fur the slaughter market. Their
ration would include grain, silage, hay or protein supplcment.

(INCLUDE callie heing fed by YOIi for ofhers.
EXCLUDE any i!l.mur caffle being CIiSTOII/j('d in )1'('(//1 'II o!J('/'(/(ed hy oTher.1 £/I/d carr!e
being "backgroundi'd on!y" for sa!e as feC'ders . .IiiI' lelia !J!(/cell/('!If on Fed ill (/I/o/her

fecdlot or fo be rC'lIirtled ro pasllirc.)

How many cattle and calves were on feed January 1 that will be shipped direl'tly from
your feedlot to slaughtl'r market? NCl\ \BER ON FEED J AN 1

Enumerators on the QA interview supplied no information 011 the meanings of the terms to
respondents. Respondent supplied definitions to the terms \\lTC reviewed and categorized as
being composed of positive and/or negative components. and "uml1larized by t\ovu researchers.
The categorization of positive or negative is relative to till' NASS definition of the term.
Positive components could matcb or be comparable to tlw NASS definition. Ne~ative
components are in conflict with tbe NASS definition. Respondent replies cuuld cover one or
more categories, with most respondents offering up to three di~;tin('t components uf a d~finition
for each term.
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For example, the following definition of "cattle and calves on feed" was supplied by one
Minnesota respondent:

"Cattle weighing 500 or more, on grain ration fed to go directly to slaughter market."

Referring to the five state summary of respondent definitions for this item in Appendix A, this
response contributed one count in each of the following categories under POSITIVE
RESPONSES:

CATTLE OVER 500 It ;
ON GRAIN RATION / ON FULL FEED;
BEING FED FOR THE SLAUGHTER MARKET.

Notice, however, the lack of any mention of calves on feed in this respondent's reply. The
omission of a part of a NASS definition was not counted as a negative response.

Consider the following definition for "cattle and calves on feed" from a Nebraska respondent:

"What people have gathered as statistics; cattle and calves being backgrounded for the
market. "

This response contributed one count in each of the following categories under NEGATIVE
RESPONSES:

OTHER NEGATIVES;
SPECIFICALL Y INCLUDED BACKGROUNDING ANIMALS.

RESULTS OF THE REQUEST FOR DEFINITIONS

This section of the report will present the results of the respondent supplied definitions to terms
from the AS. The term definition section of the QA questionnaire was designed to gather
information on the cognitive underpinnings of the over- or underreporting of COF by
respondents. Summaries of responses related to definitions are presented in Appendices A,B,
and C by State. Appendix D provides counts by size strata.

Respondents were first requested to supply their definition for "cattle and calves on feed". The
three most frequently mentioned components across the five states were

"Being fed for the slaughter market"
"On grain ration / on full feed"

and "Contained in a feedlot"
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all of which fall within the NASS definition for COF. These thrl'c components were among the
four most frequently mentioned positive responses in each of tl1\' surveyed states.

In fact, the analysis of all replies for this phrase showed that 88 % of all components mentioned
were categorized as positive responses, within the scope of the detailed NASS definition supplied
to enumerators. Only 12 o/c of the components mentioned were negative responses, in contlict
with the NASS definition. Success so far!

The percentage range of positive component responses for "cattk and calves on feed" across the
five States is:

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL NUMBER
POSITIVE or COMPONENTS

STATE COMPONENTS MENTIONED

Minnesota 83 216
Illinois 87 264
South Dakota 89 188
Nebraska 90 193
Iowa 91 299

Five States 88 1,160

This definition supplied by a Nebraska respondent is full of positive components: "Feedlot
animals getting high concentrate, full feed of corn, some silage, other roughage -- reaching
approximately 1150+, will go to slaughter market." But a Minnesota reply was less clear:
"Everything except cows. Everything on the place."

On the negative side, in their free-form replies for this definition, 7 times as many respondents
in the five States combined specifically included backgrounding animals (51 replies, 4.4%) as
specifically excluded them (7 replies, 0.6%). Within each S:ate, at least 3 times as many
respondents included backgrollnuing animals in their definition as excluded them.

Respondents were then to supply their definition for "backgrounding". The three most
frequently mentioned positi\~ l'olllponents across the five Statl's were

"Readying for feedlot/re,ldying for full feed"
"Growing to sell to someone else to fatten"

and "On limited rations"

9
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which fall within the NASS definition for backgrounding supplied with the AS instrument and/or
to enumerators (NASS, 1992). These three components were among the four most frequently
mentioned positive responses in each of the surveyed States, except in Nebraska, where "On
Iimi ted rations" was ranked tenth in frequency.

One Iowa reporter provided a very solid definition for backgrounding: "Weaned, limited grain
ration, grass pasture, harvested corn field pasture, then sold as feeders." But a South Dakota
respondent missed the mark with, "Breeding histories. Knowing the bloodlines all down the
line. "

The analysis of replies for this term showed that 83 % of all components mentioned were
categorized as positive responses, within the scope of the detailed NASS definition. The
remaining 17% of the components mentioned were negative responses, in contlict with the NASS
defini tion.

The percentage range of positive component responses for "backgrounding" across the tive States
1S:

PERCENT AGE OF TOTAL NUMBER
POSITIVE OF COMPONENTS

STATE COMPONENTS MENTIONED

Minnesota 62 179
Iowa 84 263
Illinois 87 260
South Dakota 90 178
Nebraska 93 151

Five States 83 1,031

It is important to note that the negative response of "Don't know" was the second most frequent
response (141 replies, 13.7%) given by respondents across the five states when detining
"backgrounding". The definition of backgrounding was not provided during the QA interview
as the INCLUDE and EXCLUDE were eliminated from the COF inventory question as part of
the cognitive research on the QA.

A respondent on the AS becomes aware of the NASS definition of backgrounding, and knows
to exclude these animals from the COF inventory number, by reading the question on a mailed
questionnaire or by having an enumerator fully read the question during an interview. The
definition of backgrounding and the EXCLUDE are printed within the body of the question

10



on the AS, but the message is not getting across, probably due to the vast amount of
information we are trying to convey in a telephone intervie\v ~etting.

Respondents were then to supply their definition for the third and final term of the group,
"calves (calt) " . If a respondcnt asked \vhat we were looking fllf IllTe, cnumerators were trained
to reply, and the questionnaire showed, "To you, are calves a certain weight, age, size, or
something else'?"

The three most frequently mentil.med positive components aLTUS'; the five States were

"Up to 500 #"
"Up till weaning"

and "Under one year / up to a yearling"

(197 rcplic\. ::2.3%),
(184 rcplil'\, ::U.X%),
(118 replil'\, 13.4%).

These three components Wl're among the four most frequently mentioned positive responses in
each of the surveyed States.

Of the positive response components listed in Appendix A for till' definition of a calf, only "Up
to 500 #" is in scope with the N.\SS definition of all breeds (l! ":'llllng cattle weighing less than
500 pounds" (NASS 1992, [t)l).k). Since the January AS specific',llly asks for "heifer, steer and
bull calves weighing less th;tll 500 pounds, including nnvlwrn calves'?", it is a positive
indication that so many respolllknts would freely supply tklt t\'linition thcmsdves.

The analysis of replies for this term showed that 99% of all L'01l1pOnents mentioned were
categorized as positive responses. The remaining I % of thc components mentioned were
negative responses, in contlict with the NASS ddinition.

The percentage range of positivl' component responses for "cal\'t~'s (caIn" across the five States
IS:

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL NUMBER
POSITIVE OF COMPONENTS

STATE COMPONENTS MENTIONED

Minnesota 97 147
Iowa 98 218
Illinois 99 187
South Dakota 99 152

Nebraska 100 179

Five States 99

11
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But these high percentages of positive components for "calves (calf)" are due to the large
number of responses considered "comparable to" (rather than in conflict with) the NASS
definition. Technically, the only positive response for "calves (calf)" would be "Up to 500 #",
changing the percentage of positive components for the five states to 22% rather than 99%. The
researchers categorizing the respondent definitions considered that replies of "Up to weaning",
age groupings and other weight classes, while out of scope of the NASS definition, were not in
direct conflict with it. Respondents supplied fewer multiple responses for this term relative to
the other two and seemed to have a definite view of what a calf is to them.

The eighteen calf definition components supplied by respondents can be categorized within three
criteria: weight, age or whether they are weaned. Among the calf weights offered by
respondents, while "Up to 500 pounds" was the most frequent reply, ten different weight groups
were reported. Several respondents, particularly in Illinois and South Dakota, made final
comments supporting this message: "We need to change the weight categories for calves. Make
the maximum 600 pounds." As the following graph shows, there were a good number of
responses at 600 pounds, and at 400 pounds as well.

12



CALF WEIGHTS FROM RESPONDENT DEFINITIONS
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The most frequent age definition for a calf was "Under I year / up to a yearling", with four
other age groups specified. "Up till weaning" was also a popular definition among respondents.
According to one Nebraska reporter, "It's a calf until it's weaned, then it can go to breeding
stock or to feed or wherever. It's impossible for an unweaned calf to be backgrounding or on
full feed."

Considering the many calf definitions among our reporters, the NASS criterion defining a calf
should be emphasized within the "calf" question of cattle invcntory. This is evidenced by one
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Illinois respondent's comment, "Be sure that both parties understand the terms being used. Just
tell us cattlemen what you want."

When reconciling differences on COF inventory numbers between the AS and the QA interview,
only 28 respondents (11 %) chose their initial COF inventory response over their QA response:

Reconciled Value for Truth Frequency Percentage
Equalled:

AS INTERVIEW RESPONSE 28 11

QA INTERVIEW RESPONSE 189 77

EITHER RESPONSE 26 10

A NEW, THIRD RESPONSE 4 2

247 100%

This is interesting since respondents had more information affecting their decision making
process in the form of the INCLUDE and EXCLUDE on the AS, but not on the QA, and yet
respondents overwhelmingly selected their reinterview response as the reconciled "truth" value.

RESULTS OF "CALVES OVER 500 POUNDS?"

After providing an inventory of their cattle and calves, respondents were asked, "I have already
asked about calves less than 500 pounds. Were there any calves on this operation over 500
pounds?". For those who answered that they did have calves weighing more than 500 pounds,
three additional questions were asked to determine how many calves fit this description, what
their average weight was, and whether they were included in the cattle and calves inventory.

Of the 865 respondents who provided a cattle and calf inventory, 292 (33.8 %) indicated that they
had calves weighing over 500 pounds on their operation. The following table provides
information from this series of questions:

CALVES IN NUMBER OF CALVES CAL VES CAL VES CAL VES
PREVIOUS RESPONSES REPORTED, REPORTED, EXPANDED, EXPANDED,

INVENTOR Y? NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT

YES 262 45,877 90.4% 1,704,611 90.9%

NO 30 4,856 9.6% 171, 198 9.1 %

14



Differences between respondents' definitions of a calf and NASS' definition led to more than
9 percent underreporting of larger animals that respondents consider to be calves in this
research. One South Dakota respondent made the comment, "You need a place on the form to
record the calves from 500 pounds on up." This could be one option, and clearly some change
in the way the inventory is collected needs to be made to capture these unreported animals
considered by the respondents to be "calves".

Where did the 90.4 % of calves weighing over 500 pounds get reported in the cattle and calves
inventory? A detailed analysis yielded the following information:

CAL YES
REPORTED,

CATEGORY NUMBER OF RESPONSES NUMBER

Beef Cows 16 1,407

Milk Cows a 0

Bulls 1 20

Heifers 27 2,288

Steers 25 3,101

Calves 9 222

Calves + Heifers 2 86

Calves + Steers 2 200

Calves + Heifers + Steers 3 395

Heifers + Steers 35 5,212

Unknown Combinations 142 32,946

262 45,877

Respondents estimated the average weight of their "calves over 500 pounds", and provided the
information displayed in the following graph:
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THE NUMBER OF HEAD REPORTED WITH
CALF WEIGHTS OVER 500 POUNDS
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Clearly, many respondents consider an animal to be a calf well beyond the weight class specified
in NASS' survey instruments. Some consideration must be given to increasing the NASS weight
definition of a calf. Whatever defining weight for a calf is used by NASS, it should be stressed
within the question to inform respondents of our categorization.
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RESULTS OF "CALVES ON FEED"

Within Section 4 of the QA qu~stionnaire, data are collected on the respondent's COF total for
January 1, and the maximum number of COF the respondent normally feeds at anyone time.
For a detailed analysis of these two questions, please see Hood (1993). The other questions in
Section 4 are to determin~ \\hdher the respondent's cor reported total meets the NASS
definition, or whether animals are being incorrectly included or excluded. The analyses of these
questions follows.

Question 2 was designed to determine the presence of backgrollnding animals on the operation:

2. Do you (this operation) have any cattle and calves that will go to another feedlot, be
returned to pasture or go somewhere else before going to the slaughter market?

(if NO, continue) (if YES) 2a. How many? _

Enumerator notes indicated that many respondents commented t11at this was a new qucstion for
us, that we usually do not ask about cattle which the operation is not going to finish for the
market. In fact, there are questions on the AS concerning out:-.hipments to other feedlots and
cattle returned to grazing, hut only covering the month preceding the survey reference date. It
could be that not asking for the backgrounding cattle and calves separately leads some
respondents to include them in their COF total.

Of the 446 respondents who provided a COF total, 128 (28.7~):,) reported backgrounding cattle
numbers in question 2. They reported 15,524 head, or an average of 121 head per respondent.
The expanded total for cattle reported here is 899,804 head.

Next respondents were asked:

3. Have we missed any cattle or calves that you feel should be included as Cattle on Feed?

(if NO, continue) (if YES) 3a. How many? 00 _

3b. Why were they not included?

This question is designed to identify underreporting of COF by the respondent, and to solicit the
respondent's help in identifying why the cattle were not included in the previously asked total.
After providing their COF total, followed by their backgrollnding total, only 4 respondents
replied "Yes" to this question, reporting a combined 59 head (npancled value: 2,126). This
certainly indicates that undLTreporting is NOT a problem with COF totals.
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Comments explaining why the 59 head were not included in the COF total stated that the cattle
were held somewhere on the property other than in a feedlot.

Question 4 was a screening question for the presence of calves less than 500 pounds either
backgrounding or on full feed on the operation. Respondents who answered YES to the
screening question were asked questions 4a (COF calves) and 4b (backgrounding calves).
Question 4a reads as follows:

4a. Will any of these calves be finished on this operation for the slaughter market?

(if YES) 4al. How Inany? _

4a2. Did you count them in the [Item 1]
cattle on feed?

[YES= Code 1;NO=Code 3] _

(if NO) [Go to question 4b.]

Responses to the questions are shown in the table below:

EXPANDED
COUNTED NUMBER OF NUMBER NUMBER OF
IN COF RESPONSES OF CAL YES CAL YES

YES 76 2,753 192,714

NO 68 1,855 129,193

This is further evidence of the underreporting of calves within the COF inventory. Respondents
were nearly as likely to exclude as COF calves to be finished on their operation for the slaughter
market as they were to include them.

Question 4b reads:

4b. WiII any of them be moved to another feedlot, returned to pasture, or sold as
feeders?

(if YES) 4b 1. How many? _

4b2. Did you count them in the [Item 1]
cattle on feed?

[YES=Code 1,' NO=Code 3] _

(if NO) [Go to question 5.]
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Responses to the questions are shown in the table below:

EXPANDED
COUNTED NUMBER OF NUMBER NU 1\113ER OF
IN COF RESPONSES OF CALVES CAL VES

YES 19 2,714 76,676

NO T1 3,3n 210,622

While a large majority of respondents to this question follow the NASS definition and exclude
their backgrounding calves from their COF inventory, there are n,'arly 21 % of respondents who
are incorrectly reporting their backgrounding calves as COF.

Thirty-three (16.3%) respondents answered both questions 4a all(' 411 (had both COF calves and
backgrounding calves). The responses to those questions show th~lt most respondents with calves
under 500 pounds had made a decision about whether to finish t1l(' ('alves themselves or sell them
to be finished by someone ehe. and could relate to the enllnll:rat(lr all categories in which their
calves belonged.

Question 5 is a hypothetical question asked of all respondents. It asks whether the respondent
would include or exclude as ('OF, any calves for which a decision to finish them or sell them
as feeders had not been made. Being positioned after question ·1 in \vhich the decisions about
real calves had been related, many respondents told the enUIller;lt(lr that they did not have calves
that they had not made a decision about, and could not ans\\e' this question. Hen: are the
results for the other respondl.'nts who did answer this question:

COUNT THEM AS NUMBER OF PERCENTACJE
COF RESPONSES

Include 94 75.2

Don't Know 13 10.4

Excl ude 18 14.4

Approxi mately 75 % of respondents to this question would illl:llIde calves \vhich they had not
made a decision about in their COF total. This is in contlil't with earlier data from this research
which indicate the underreportillg of calves in the cattle and c~tl\'e') on ked inventory. Since this
is a hypothetical question rathe, than a question req ui ri ng in ft,rmat ion from thei r operat ion,
respondents may have been loo willing to tell us what they tlHlught we wanted to Iwar.
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DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendation 1:

Recommendation 2:

Precede the AS COF total inventory question with a
question designed to account for all backgrounding
cattle and calves on the operation.

Replace the term and definition of backgrounding on
the AS COF total inventory question with the phrase,
"exclude all cattle and calves reported in the previous
question" .

Our respondents in these five fanner-feeder states have difficulty with the term backgrounding.
In defining what "cattle and calves on feed" meant to them, 7 times as many respondents in the
five states specifically included backgrounding animals (51 replies, 4.4 %) in their definition as
specitically excluded them (7 replies, 0.6%). When asked to provide their own detinition for
backgrounding, 141 respondents (13.7% of responses for this term) replied, "I don't know".
These results are despite the fact that the AS questionnaire contains a definition for
backgrounding within the body of the COF total inventory question.

Specitically, part of the question states:

EXCLUDE ([ny (~lyol/r c([/fle being custom fed in fc}edlots operated hy others ([nd c([/fle
being "hackgrounded ollly" jiJr sale a.~·feeders, .li)r Imer pl([cellle/lf Oilfeed in another
feedlot or to he refUmed to pasture.)

The next sentence of the question asks for the NUMBER of cattle and calves going directly from
the operation to the slaughter market. While meant to exclude backgrounding animals from this
total, the EXCLUDE statement has the opposite effect on many respondents. This may be due
several factors:

I. telephone and tield enumerators may not read the full question to the respondents,
but skip ahead to the "how many" during the interview.

2. respondents may not read the entire questionnaire when completing it themselves.

3. a "recency" effect may occur, meaning that the last thing (backgrounding) the
respondent hears before "how many" causes those head to be included regardless
of the question's intent.

4. the interpretation of the terms "backgrounding" and "cattle and calves on feed"
by the respondent n that is, to some respondents, these terms mean the same
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thing, and they ifnore the EXCLUDE when hearing these terms togdher in the
question.

5. the question is tOll long, and respondents stop li\ll'ning tu the include and exclude
and begin fonnubting their answer without all uJ the information NASS wishes
them to have.

Preceding the AS COF total inventory questiun with a qucstipn designed to accuunt for all
backgrounding cattle and calws un the operation wuuld solve tllese five pussible problems.

*

*

*

*

being a separ~ltl' question, enumerators and r\.'Sp(llllknts are less likely to ignore
it.

if a recency effeet occurs, hearing about badg rounding In a "backgrounding
only" question <.,upports the intent of the question

if the terms "backgrounding" and "cattle and calvc) Ull feed" mean the same thing
to a respondent. being asked about them in separ~lk questions will impress upon
them that NASS views the terms as different.

if respondents arl' tuning out due to a too long qUl'stiun, more succinct questions
are in order,

Analysis of Section 4 of the QA, particularly questions::: and ~Ib,shows that respondents can
provide the numbers of their lnckgrounding cattle and calve~. Of the 446 respondents who
provided a COF total on the QA, 128 (28.7%) additiunally reported backgrounding cattle
numbers. They reported 15,52-1 head (899,804 head expanded). or an average of 1'21 head per
respondent. With some respondents commenting that these que:;tions \vere a new approach for
NASS, this is a positive sign for including a question of this ty'1C on the AS.

Recommendation 3:

Recommendation 4:

Review the appropriateness of maintaining the NASS
weight definition of a cd f as "weighing less than 500
pounds" .

Emphasize the N ASS weight definition of a cal I'
within the "number or calves" question.

The two graphs within this replJrt show that many respondl:nts define a calf by other \veights
than the NASS standard of "less than 500 pounds". Of tlwst;, who supplied a \veight when
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providing their own definition of "calves (calf)", 268 (58 %) mentioned a category other than the
NASS standard. In reporting their number of calves on their operation over 500 pounds, 292
respondents reported 50,733 calves, 9.6 % of which were not included in the previous cattle and
calves inventory.

Clearly, many respondents consider an animal to be a calf above the weight class specified in
N ASS' survey instruments. Some consideration must be given to increasing the N ASS weight
definition of a calf. Whatever defining weight for a calf is used by NASS, it should be
emphasized within the question to inform respondents of our categorization.

Rccommendation 5: Provide respondents with a show card list of cattle
and COF definitions along with any presurvey letter
sent.

Various findings from this research indicate that respondents' definitions of cattle and COF
terms do not match the NASS definitions. In providing their definitions of "cattle and calves
on feed", 12 % of respondent replies were in conflict with the NASS definition, and for
"backgrounding", 17% of replies were in conflict with the NASS definition. For the definition
of a calf, this report has shown that respondents utilize a wide range of defining concepts.

While not an area of study for this research, respondent comments also indicate that respondents
have difficulty with the term "heifer" being used repeatedly in the AS cattle inventory questions.

Respondent comments show a willingness to work with NASS and adhere to NASS proposed
definitions -- if we will only tell the respondents what our definitions are.

Recommendation 6: Impress upon the respondent that we are interested in
calf numbers when we ask about"" ... cattle and
calves on feed for the slaughter market. "

The analysis of question 4 in Section 4 of the QA shows that respondents with calves on feed
for the slaughter market are nearly as likely to exclude these numbers from their total number
of COF as to include them.

This could be addressed in several ways:

* clearly identify calves on feed for the slaughter market as being included in the
total COF on the show card of definitions (Recommendation 5) given to
respondents.
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*

*

*

train telephone and fidd enumerators to stre<;s "cattle and calves" in "How many
cattle and calves were on feed ... ". An enumerator who asks "How many head
were on feed.,," defeats the purpose of the queqiun,

underline cattlt:.~md calves so that respondents un s,'\ f administered questionnaires
notice the comppnents linked together.

Stanley (199)) recommcnds that, "An additional question about CAL YES on feed
should be incluckd on the questionnaire." While ~his may change the format of
the Cattle on Feed Section of the AS, it may Ill' the best solution for w1lecting
the highest quality data,

Recommendation 7: Continue with the operational QA for January of
1994.

In January, 1993 real-timc indications and response bias estimak's from the QA were available
to the ASB at the same time as the operational survey indication';, If the ASB wants these real
time indications and bias estil11~\ks, the program is in place to support them.

Unless further supporting e\ Ilk-nce is requircd to effect changn lu the COF section of the AS,
some of the cognitive questiom can be rcmoved from the QA, ()uestions of this type are not
necessary on a continual basis. hut should be used to gain insight into a situation, to test new
questions and new versions of questions, and to examinc changc's in questions and programs.
Removing some of the cognili\l~ questions would shortcn the alr,~ady brief QA.

These questions could be illl'lud(~d in thc QA on a every llthL'r year, or every third year basis
in order to study respomknt ll'IHkncies over time.

An exception to this would bl' to retain some version of the fl'l'dlot c~lpacity question. It could
be that the best version of this is not currently on either thl' AS or thc QA,

Recommendat ion S: COl11modity statisticiam shl.luld investigate how
cognitive research can be utilized to reinforce the
data quality of their Cl1ml11odity of interest, and
pursue a contact with th,' l)uestionnaire Design
Section or Research DivIS on to dcvelop a plan of
action.

Cognitive research is 110t ~l type of Tcchnical Revicw lks1i:'lh'd to evaluate current survey
methodology. Cognitivc fl'searl'h can identify thc strengUt} dlld \\:~~aknesses in a survey



instrument, mode of data collection or survey procedure. It can be a data collection device to
provide information for future decision making. It offers the potential to quickly gather field
information where an operational surveyor procedure cannot.

Cognitive research is also an effective public relations tool. It lets respondents know that we
are attempting to collect the best possible information, and that we need not only their data but
their assistance to accomplish this goal.

While regularly scheduled cognitive research is only a long-range goal for NASS, Tanur and
Fienberg (1992) are recommending ongoing cognitive research for other federal agencies now:

What we are recommending is the "reservation" of a subsample in on-going
surveys to be used for embedded experiments. Using 10% of the households in
the CPS at least once or twice a year for carefully designed experiments would
occasion little degradation of the accuracy of the CPS (with a total of over 60,000
households reporting per month) but it would provide an ample sample size for
well-controlled experiments linked to proposals for methodological improvements
coming out of the cognitive laboratories of the Bureau of the Census and the
Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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APPENDIX A

RESPONDENT DEFl~ITIONS OF "CATTLE AND CALVES ON FEED"
JANUARY 1993 QUALITY ASSESS!\IENT SCRVEY

IOWA ILL. l\IINN. NEBR. S. DAK. 'I01';\L

POSITIVE RESPONSES:
BEING FED FOR
rrHE SLAUGHTER MARKET '/ C.I 73 61 43 43 299

ON GRAIN RATION
/ ON FULL FEED 87 64 54 38 54 297

BEING FED SILAGE (, 14 5 3 2 ]0

BEING FED HAY
AND / OR CORN (, 16 11 10 2 48~

BEING FED CONCENTRATE lS 11 7 7 13 ')]

FEED TO 1100 2000 # , 2 1 ] 10't

FEED TO 700 1000 # ] 1 8 9 21

CATTLE OVER 500 # -, 3 7 8 ] 28i

FAT CATTLE / IIFATS" lU 8 7 10 1 ]6

CONTAINED IN A FEEDLOT j (~ 29 9 ]0 ]2 136

MARKET WITHIN
A TIMEFRAME L 2 1 ] 12

SPECIFICALLY EXCLUDED
BACKGROUNDING ANIMALS 2 2 1 2 7

OTHER POSITIVES Ie> 6 14 11 ] 44

NEGATIVE RESPONSES:
DON'T KNOW , 3 5 7 20

THE INVENTORY ON HAND ~J 16 13 1 1 33

CATTLE AND
CALVES ON FEED , 6 8 4 3 26-.)

SPECIFICALLY INCLUDED
BACKGROUNDING ANIMALS I L', 10 8 12 7 51

OTHER NEGATIVES I 2 3 3 9
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APPENDIX B

RESPONDENT DEFINITIONS OF "BACKGROUNDING"
JANUARY 1993 QUALITY ASSESSMENT SURVEY

IOWA ILL. MINN. NEBR. S. DAK. lDTAL
POSITIVE RESPONSES:
WEANED CALVES 13 9 3 4 9 38

FEEDER CATTLE 32 13 20 3 5 73

ON LIMITED RATIONS 30 35 8 8 18 99

GROWING TO SELL TO
SOMEONE ELSE TO FATTEN 47 33 21 15 18 134

FEED TO WEIGHTS
GREATER THAN 800 # 1 12 13

FEED TO 800 # 10 2 9 14 35

FEED TO 750 # 2 3 5

FEED TO 700 # 12 5 3 14 2 36

FEED TO WEIGHTS
LESS THAN 700 # 2 3 2 2 9

GROW TO OVER 500 # 1 7 2 10

WEIGHT, UNSPECIFIED 9 4 9 3 25

UP TO A YEARLING 5 3 4 3 15

FEED A GROWING RATION 2 6 1 16 12 37

READYING FOR FEEDLOT /
READYING FOR FULL FEED 31 44 28 22 23 148

IN PASTURE OR FIELDS
BEFORE THE FEEDLOT 9 18 2 10 7 46

COULD GO TO
GRASS OR FEEDLOT 1 1 10 4 16

FED ROUGHAGE,
HAY, SILAGE, STALKS 17 19 5 9 23 73

OTHER POSITIVES 8 21 7 6 5 47

NEGATIVE RESPONSES:
DON'T KNOW 37 25 56 10 13 141

BREEDING HISTORY
/ BREEDING STOCK 3 6 10 2 21

OTHER NEGATIVES 1 3 2 1 3 10
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APPENDIX C

RESPONDENT DEFINITIONS OF "CALVES (CALF)"
JANUARY 1993 QUALITY ASSESSMENT SURVEY

IOWA ILL. MINN. NEBR. S. DAK. lUfAL
POSITIVE RESPONSES:
UP TILL WEANING 51 36 26 37 34 184

UP TO WEIGHTS
GREATER THAN 700 # 5 2 2 1 6 16

UP TO 700 # 7 2 2 3 7 21

UP TO 650 # 4 1 5

UP TO 600 # 31 20 7 11 14 83

UP TO 550 # 4 4 6 14

UP TO 500 # 35 62 41 30 29 197

UP TO 450 # 2 2 1 3 8

UP TO 400 # 11 14 19 8 5 57

UP TO 300 # 7 5 14 1 5 32

UP TO WEIGHTS
LESS THAN 300 # 2 1 10 2 1 16

WEIGHT, UNSPECIFIED 4 5 2 3 2 16

UNDER 1 YEAR /
UP TO A YEARLING 36 18 17 19 28 118

UNDER 10 MONTHS 1 3 1 2 7

UNDER 8 MONTHS 1 5 1 2 9

UNDER 6 MONTHS 1 3 13 4 3 24

AGE, UNSPECIFIED 2 4 4 4 3 17

OTHER POSITIVES 13 7 12 11 5 48

NEGATIVE RESPONSES:
OTHER NEGATIVES 4 1 4 2 11
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APPENDIX D

DEFINITIONS OF "CATTLE AND CALVES ON FEED" BY STRATA
JANUARY 1993 QUALITY ASSESSMENT SURVEY

CATTLE ON FEED STRATA
SMALL MEDIUM LARGE

CATTLE STRATA
SMALL MEDIUM LARGE TOTAL

POSITIVE RESPONSES:

BEING FED FOR
THE SLAUGHTER MARKET 211 22 11 43 11 1 299

ON GRAIN RATION
/ ON FULL FEED 211 22 6 48 9 1 297

BEING FED SILAGE 24 1 4 1 30

BEING FED HAY
AND / OR CORN 32 5 2 9 48

BEING FED CONCENTRATE 34 7 2 8 2 53

FEED TO 1100 - 2000 # 5 1 3 1 10

FEED TO 700 - 1000 # 15 3 1 2 21

CATTLE OVER 500 # 20 2 1 5 28

FAT CATTLE / "FATS" 30 1 5 36

CONTAINED IN A FEEDLOT 92 14 7 19 3 1 136

MARKET WITHIN
A TIMEFRAME 6 3 3 12

SPECIFICALLY EXCLUDED
BACKGROUNDING ANIMALS 6 1 7

OTHER POSITIVES 32 5 2 5 44

NEGATIVE RESPONSES:

DON'T KNOW 16 1 3 20

THE INVENTORY ON HAND 25 2 1 5 33

CATTLE AND
CALVES ON FEED 20 1 1 3 1 26

SPECIFICALLY INCLUDED
BACKGROUNDING ANIMALS 36 5 1 7 1 1 51

OTHER NEGATIVES 5 1 1 1 1 9
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APPENDIX D - continued

DEFINITIONS OF "BACKGROUNDING" BY STRATA
JANUARY 1993 QUALITY ASSESSMENT SURVEY

CATrLE ON FEED STRATA
SMALL MEDIUM LARGE

CATILE STRATA
SMALL MEDIUM LARGE TOTAL

POSITIVE RESPONSES:
WEANED CALVES
FEEDER CATTLE

29

52

1

7

'7

13

1

1

38

73

ON LIMITED RATIONS 76

GROWING TO SELL TO
SOMEONE ELSE TO FATTEN 96

9

19

11

17

2

1

1

1

99

134

FEED TO WEIGHTS
GREATER THAN 800 #
FEED TO 800 #

FEED TO 750 #
FEED TO 700 #

FEED TO WEIGHTS
LESS THAN 700 #

GROW TO OVER 500 #

WEIGHT, UNSPECIFIED

UP TO A YEARLING

FEED A GROWING RATION

10

21

2

25

6

8

17

12

23

2

5

3

3

2

4

2

4

3

3

5

4

1

2

3

1

4

1

2

1

1

3

1

1

13

35

5

36

9

10

25

15

37

READYING FOR FEEDLOT /
READYING FOR FULL FEED 111 8 6 18 5 148

IN PASTURE OR FIELDS
BEFORE THE FEEDLOT

COULD GO TO
GRASS OR FEEDLOT
FED ROUGHAGE,
HAY, SILAGE, STALKS

OTHER POSITIVES
NEGATIVE RESPONSES:
DON'T KNOW

BREEDING HISTORY
/ BREEDING STOCK

OTHER NEGATIVES

38

8

53

29

102

16

8

3

7

6

7

5

4

1

2

31

8

6

8

]0

5

1

3

3

1

46

16

73

47

141

21
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APPENDIX D - continued

DEFINITIONS OF lICALVES (CALF)lI BY STRATA
JANUARY 1993 QUALITY ASSESSMENT SURVEY

CATTLE ON FEED STRATA
SMALL MEDIUl\l LARGE

CATTLE STRATA
SMALL MEDIUM LARGE TOTAL

POSITIVE RESPONSES:
UP TILL WEANING 130 16 5 29 3 1 184

UP TO WEIGHTS
GREATER THAN 700 # 7 3 4 2 16

UP TO 700 # 13 5 1 2 21

UP TO 650 # 3 1 1 5

UP TO 600 # 56 10 2 13 1 1 83

UP TO 550 # 7 2 2 2 1 14

UP TO 500 # 146 14 4 29 4 197

UP TO 450 # 6 1 1 8

UP TO 400 # 37 8 3 8 1 57

UP TO 300 # 25 1 5 1 32

UP TO WEIGHTS
LESS THAN 300 # 12 3 1 16

WEIGHT, UNSPECIFIED 14 1 1 16

UNDER 1 YEAR /
UP TO A YEARLING 71 12 5 21 8 1 118

UNDER 10 MONTHS 3 1 1 2 7

UNDER 8 MONTHS 8 1 9

UNDER 6 MONTHS 20 1 3 24

AGE, UNSPECIFIED 13 1 2 1 17

OTHER POSITIVES 32 2 2 12 48

NEGATIVE RESPONSES:
OTHER NEGATIVES 11 11
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APPENDIX E

Table 1. January Cattle on Feed Survey Quality ASSE!SSment Sample Sizes.

Jan. Ag
State Sample Size
Illinois 3,752
Iowa 4,473
Minnesota 4,233
Nebraska 3,586
S. Dakota 3,366

Expected
CATI QA Non-CAT! QA Total QA Reinterview

Sample Size Sample Size Sample Size Usables
230 230 160

175 95 270 195
175 85 260 185
180 90 270 150
170 50 220 160

Total 19,410 700 550 1,250 850

Table 2. Response Coding on the January 1993 COF Survey quality Assessment.
QA Jan Ag Total QA QA Jan Ag Total Total

State Complete Zero1 Usable Refusal Inacc Ref-Inacc Nonusable Allocated
Illinois 145 21 166 8 12 44 64 230
Iowa 165 48 213 7 9 41 57 270
Minnesota 145 44 189 4 17 50 71 260
Nebraska 109 49 158 13 29 70 112 270
S. Dakota 127 20 147 4 46 23 73 220--------------------------- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - -- --------- --- -- -.- - -- - ------------- ---- ------- --------
Total 691 182 873 36 113 228 377 1250

1Includes reports of zero tctal cattle and out-of-business on the parent January Ag survey.

Source of tables: Hood, 1993.
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SM 1-499

APPENDIX F

COl\1BINING COF STRATA

S. OAK. NEBR. MINN. IOWA ILL.

7. 1-99 5. 1-49 7. 1-99 13. 1-49 6. 1-99

14. 100-199 14. 100-199 14. 100-199 14. 50-99 15. 100-199

15. 200-499 15. 200-499 15. 200-499 21. 100-199 16. 200-499

23. 200-499

MO 500-999

LG 1000+

19. 500-999 18. 500-999

21. 1000-1499

25. 1500-3999

21. 500-999 25. 500-999 18. 500-999

COMBINING CATTLE STRATA

S. OAK. NEBR. MINN. IOWA ILL.

SM 1-499 3. 100-199 7. 100-199 3. 1-49 3. 1-49 2. 1-49

8. 200-499 4. 50-99 4. 50-99 3. 50-99

6. 100-249 6. 100-199 5. 100-199

8. 250-499 7. 200-299 7. 200-499

9. 50-99 8. 300-499
Dairy

MD 500-999 18. 500-999 17. 500-999 20. 500-999 19. 500-999 17. 500-999

LG 1000+ 20. 1000-2499

34
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APPENDIX G

EXAMPLES OF WORDING DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE JANUARY AGRICULTURAL SURVEY AND THE QUALITY ASSESSMENT

JAS SECTION 4 - CATTLE ON FEED

1. We need to know about the cattle and calves on feed for the slaughter market.
Their ration would include grain, silage, hay or protein supplement.

(INCLUDE cattle beinq fed by you for others.
EXCLUDE any of your cattle beinq custom fed in feedlots operated by others and cattle beinq
"backqrounded only" for sale as feeders, for later placerrent on feed in another feedlot or
to be returned to pasture.)

How many cattle and calves were on feed January 1 that will be shipped
directly from your feedlot to slaughter market? NUMBER ON FEED JAN 1

QA SECTION 4 - CATTLE AND CALVES ON FEED

Now I would like to discuss Cattle and Calves on Feed for the slaughter market.

1. How many cattle and calves were on feed January 1 that will go
DIRECTLY from this operation to the slaughter market? ..NUMBER ON FEED JANUARY 1

***************

JAS SECTION 4 - CATTLE ON FEED

7. What is the total capacity of your feedlot(s)? HEAD

QA SECTION 4 - CATTLE AND CALVES ON FEED

6. What is the maximum number of cattle and calves you normoilly feed for the slaughter
market at anyone time on the [Section 2. Item 11 acres? HEAD

***************

JAS SECTION 3 - CATTLE AND CALVES

Of the total cattle and calves on hand January 1,
how many were:

2. beef cows including heifers
that had calved? .

7. heifer, steer and bull calves
weighing less than 500 pounds,
including newborn calves? _

QA SECTION 3 - CATTLE AND CALVES

1. Of the total cattle and calves, regardless of ownership, on the [Section 2. Item 11 acres
operated January 1, how many were:

a. beef cows?

f. calves weighing less than 500 pounds, including newborn calves? _
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APPENDIX H: January 1993 Agricultural Survey Questionnaire

~

~~ NATIONALAGRICUlTURAl
STATISTICS
SERVICE

AGRICULTURAL SURVEY
JANUARY 1, 1993

form Approved
O.M.B.Number 0535-0213
Approval Expires1131/96
ProjectCode 150

U.S Dept.ol Agriculture
Rm5809
Washington. D.C.20250
202·720-7017

KS, NE

OPtional

407
Optional

408
Dear Reporter:

Information requested in this survey is used
to prepare agricultural estimates Facts about
your farm or ranch are confidential and used
only in combination with similar reports from
other producers. Response is voluntary

Sincerely,

(lJ. /ftL-r.
Richard D. Allen, Chairperson
Agricultural Statistics Board

Office Use

Date Time Notes

SECTION 1 - IDENTIFICATION

Please verify name and address of this operation. Make corrections on label.

1. On land operated by the farm, ranch or indivldual(s) listed on the label:

a_ Were any cattle or calveson this operation January I, 1993,or at any time during 199n ••••••
(1) Wereany cattle Orcalvesbeing fed for slaughter market on this ope'ationJanuary1,1993

or at any time during 1992? _ •••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••• _

b. Were any sheepor lambs on this operation January1,1993, or at any time during 19921 ••••••
(1) Were any sheep or lambs being fed or pastured for slaughter market on this operation

January '. 1993or at any time during 19921.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.

(. Were any hogsor other livestock on this operation January " 1993,or at any time during 1992? _

d_ Haveor will HOpS(including fruit, vegetables, nursery products. etc.) begrown or hay cut at
any time during 1993.ORis any of the land in this operation in government programs?

e. Haveor will grains, oilseeds.or hay be stored at any time during 1993,ORdo you have storage
facilities usedfor storing grain? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

DYES ONO

DYES ONO

DYES ONO
[If NO ID all
questlDm,

DYES ONO -. goto
Section' ,

on back

DYES ONO page]

DYES ONO

DYES ONO

2. Does this operation do business under any name, other than as shown on label7

3 _ Are the day-to-day decisions for this farming (or ranching) operation made by:

o An Individual Operator7

o Partne,,> Enter number of partners, including self ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0
(PartnersJOintlyoperate land and shareIndeCISionmaking DONOTIncludelandlordsaspartners)

o A Hired Manager?

a. Are the deCISIOns still made by the same person(s) making
them on June 1, 19927

DYES

Office Use

R Unit

921

Chanye

923

Substltullun

941

o YES 0 NODo you want this name to appear on the label?

o NO- Please explain what changed

Enter name:DYES

ONO
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Page 4 SECTION 3 - CATTLE AND CALVES

1. On January 1,were there any cattle 01 calves, reqardless of ownership, on the IPage 3, Item 1] acres operated)
(Include caWe and calves owned or manaCled on land administered or control,e,} by a public agency,
Industnal corporation, or grazIng iHS()( lat/on on a fee pel head or AUM basIs)
DYES [] NO ---'--' nu --- .•• a Were there any cattle or calves 011 these acres atI any time during 19927

.• 0 YES [] NO - lfnter J In Code Box 498
_________________________________.! ... then go to Page 5, item 81

'>1.11

a. cows milked on January 1) •... _

b. milk produced that day) lb>
(Only one day's production) - - or )11.'

Ga h , ------>

....... ~ 1_3_5_3 _

----J

Y VALUE

10 12 Include bllths and deaths of callie and
PubliC, Industnal, or Grazing ASSOCIatIOn land)

p

total calves born during 1992,
II1g dairy and beef, how many
de calves purchased)

e still on hand January 1,1993)

D
any cattle and calves were

ered during 1992: -
de animals sold alive) [~8!-j
the total ,)cres operated) • _.....•. -~
you at a custom butcher, 188
ker, or slaughter plant) .•.... _•... _

s the average value per head
(reporllo nearest dollar)

ef cows"' ....•....•••......... $.1190 --l
Is weighing 500 Ibs. or more) .•.. ~.1_1_9_1__ . J
r:;~~l~r;~\ ~o.r.~e.e.f.c~~ ~.1~1~9~2~~~~~..J
er heifers and steers weighing $ ~193 ]

Olbs ormore) ..................................
fer, steer Jnd bull calves $ ~-------l
gtllng les>than 500 Ibs) •....... _ L .

+ [:~_~J
been sold, moved off total I I
;nOtaer~a~~:~~~~~a.u_g.h.t~~~d._ ~ 3f>4 J
died by January 1"' +136) -l
ude calvI'S born dead) .•••••••••. ~ .-J

alvesborn durtng1992was: _1366 I
tems IDa + lOb + IOc] •.••••...• ~ . •..•.

hese (Item 11) calves,
w many were born in the
month period, July 1through 13b1

cember 31, 19927 ...•...........

(For Items
calves on

CALF CRO
10. Of the

includ
(Exclu

a. wer

b.had
acre
by J

c. had
(Excl

11. Total c
[Add I

a. Of 1
ho
6-
De

DEATHS

12a. How
or m
dUrin

12b. How
500 It
durin

BUTCHERE

13. Howm
butch
(Exclu
a. on
b. for

loc

INVENTOR

14. What I

of the

a.be

b. bul
c. hei

rep
d.oth

50

e. hei
wel

+ 355

+ 357

+ 3)6

+ 354

b. for milk cow replacemenP

(. other heifers 500 Ibs or more)

Of the total cattle and calves on hand January 1,
how many were.

2. beef cows including heifers + 1351
that had calved) _

3. milk cows, whether dry or in milk, + [ 352
including milk heifers that had calved) ..• _
[If no milk cows. go to Item 4]

4. bulls weighing 500 Ibs or more)

5. heifers that had not calved,
weighing 500 Ibs or more:

a. for beef cow replacemenP

7. heifer, steer and bull calves
weighing less than 500 pounds, + [ 358 ]
including newborn calves"] ._. __

8. [Add Items 2 through 7] 1 I
Then the total cattle and calves = 350
on hand January 1was: •........... _, .

Is that correcP [If not, make corrections, then
go to top of next column]

6. steers weighing 500 Ibs or more)

1'ln'~;;'~I~'".-"" <olll,
2 - 1r1~0.fll2IetE'~(at1lepresence ~r~~r~()'.I\Irl
3 - Valid zero

------~ --------------- -~- ------ --~---
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SECTION 4 - CATILE ON FEED Page 5

1. We need to know about the cattle and calves on feed for the slaughter market.
Their ration would include grain, silage, hay or protein supplement.

2.

(INCLUDE cattle being fed by you for others.
EXCLUDE any of your cattle being custom fed in feedlots operated by others and cattle being "backgrounded
only" for sale as feeders, for later placement on feed in another feedlot or to be returned to pasture.)

How many cattle and calves were on feed January 1 that will be shipped 1652
directly from your feedlot to slaughter market? .•••••••••••.••••.•• Number on Feed Jan1 _

During December 1992, how many cattle and calves were: 1 653
a. placed on feed in your feedlot(s)J .•••....•....•....••...•••••.••...••••..•••. ~ ~

b. marketed for slaughter? [shipped out of your feedlot(s)] •.•.....•..•...•...••••••• ~6_5_4 ~

3. Of the other disappearance of cattle from your feedlot(s)
duri ng December 1992, how many:

a. were shipped to someone else's feedlot(s)J ..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.

b. were returned to grazing") _ .•••.••..•.•.••..•••••••••••••..•..••••••••••••• _

655

656

c. died? ......•.••..•••...••....•....•••••••.••..•...••..••••••••.••••..••
657

[IF NUMBER ON FEED ON JANUARY 1 (Item 1) EQUALS ZERO SKIP TO ITEM 7J

4. Of the [Item 1] cattle and calves on feed, how many do you expect
to ship to slaughter market during: 1658
a. January, February, and March of 1993? ..•.•..•..•••..••••.•••.••...•.•••••..•.. _

659
b. after March 31, 1993") _ ••.•..•••.•.••.••.••••...•••••••••.•.••..•.••..•••• _

[Complete Items 5 and 5a for steers, then repeat for heifers] I
5. Of the [Item 1] cattle and calves on feed, how many were: 660

steers and steer calves (heifer and heifer calves)J ..••••••••••..•••••.
a. How many of these steers (heifers) weighed:

(1) under 500 pounds? _ ••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••.•.••.. _

(2) from 500 to 699 pounds? , ••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••

1100 pounds and over? ...••.••.••••...••.••.••..••••..••
[Repeat Items 5 and 5a for heifers if necessary]

1
678

]Of the [Item 1] cattle and calves on feed. how many were cows and bulls? _ •..••••••••••• _ --------

1
676 --1

What is the total capacity of your feedlot(s)J , ...•.••.•••••••••..•...••••.•..••. liNq ~

661 667

662 668

663 669

664 670

665 671

HeifersSteers

700 to 899 pounds?, ••••••.•.••••••••••••••••••••••.

900 to 1099 pounds? , .•........•••••••••••••••••.•..

(3)

(4)

(5)

6.

7.

[If cattle or calves on feed reported In Item 7, go to Page 6]
8. Will any cattle or calves be fed on this operation for the slaughter market

atanytimeduring 1993?

DYES
D DON'T KNOW
DNO

:~ )>-- • 1_65_1 _
=3

1 - Incomplete. has Cattle on Feed 6/ I
2 - Incom lete. COF resence unknown

3 - ValId zero
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APPENDIX I: January 1993 Quality Assessment Questionnaire

r~ NATIONAL
AGRICUL TURAl
STATlSTICS
SERVICE

AGRICULTURAL SURVEY
January 1993

Form Approved
o MB Number0535-0213
Approval Explfes 1/31196
Project Code 502

U.S Department
of Agriculture

COF Survey Quality Assessment
Washington. D.C.
20250

o
407 408

tiona I

Office Use
999

1= - - Office Use=~"~-J~ Notes

INTRODUCTION

Hello, I am with the (State) Agricultural Statistics Service One o! Oljr Interviewers contacted thiS
household r-e-c-e-n-t-Iy-to-o-btain inforn1dtlon for our January Agricultural Survey We are relntervlewlng a few of the
people in the original survey, asking a few of the questions from that survey Jnd .1 few different questions in order to
evaluate the quality of our survey procedures I would like to speak with the pl'r~on most knowledgeable about thiS
cattle operatIOn. I would appreciat<, It If you would take the time to help me

SECTION 1 - IDENTIFICATION
OHice Use

998

Please verify name and address of this operation. Make corrections on label

1. On the land operated by the farm, ranch or Indlvidual(s) listed on the l<Jbel

a were any cattle or calves on thiS operatIOn January 1, 1993' -. - - .r- J Y IS
[I f NO go to Section 7o NO -. on/astpage]

2. Does thrs operation do bUSiness under any name, other than as shown on lah"I'

3. Are the day-lo-day decisions for thiS farming (or ranching) operation made' b,!

o A Hired Manager>

o An IndIvidual Operator>

o Partners? Enter number of partnc·r',. Including self
(Partners JOintly operate land and ':.t'dft.' If' df'l1':.IUrl mabng

DO NOT Include landlord al pM1r"'1

OHice Use

R Un,t

921

Change

9/3

Substitution
--
941

o NO

---D

(Do you want thiS name to appear on the lab,'I') [-J YES

Enter name.DYES

ONO

3a Are the deciSions still mad,· I),' tit.> Sdmc pcrson«,) making them OrJ lul1<' 1 1992)

DYES l-J NO· W,-",Id you please e'plaln what changed>
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SECTION 2 - ACRES OPERATED Page 2

1
900

1. How many total acres of land were in this operation on January 1? n __ n _n n _- __ •.• •..•
Include: The farmstead, all cropland, woodland, pastureland, wasteland, and

government program land that is owned, rented from others, or
managed.

Exclude: Land rented to others and public, industrial, or grazing association land
used on a fee per head or AUM basis

SECTION 3 - CATTLE AND CALVES
1. Of the total cattle and calves, regardless of ownership, on the [Section 2, Item 7]acres

operated January 1, how many were:

a. beef cows ? __ n __n _n n n __ nn __ nn __nnn_n __ n _n __ ~_1~3_5_1 _

b. milk cows, whether dry or in milk? __ n __n __ n n n n n ~ 1L-3_5_2 _

c. bulls weighing 500 Ibs. or more?n-n _n n_n n_ n n __ n _n n __ n_~ 1=3=5=3=======
d. heifers, weighing 500 Ibs or more including replacement heifers * 1~3-5-9----

and other heIfers that had not calved? n_n __n __ n __ n __n n_n_nn __ ,_

e. steers weighing 500 Ibs or more') _n __ n __ n __ nnn __ n __ n __ nn __ nnn~l=__

1
358

f. calves weighing less than 500 pounds, including newborn calves? n n _n __~ L- _

2. [Add * Items 7a through 1 fl 1350
Then the total cattle and calves on hand January 1was: nn __ n n_nnu ..• --'

3. Were there any other cattle or calves on this operation January 1, that we have I 860
not al ready counted (in item 7above), even if they belonged to someone else? ~ _

o YES- [Enter code 1,show correctIOns to include 0 NO - [Enter code 3 and continue.]
them in item 7 above and explain.]

4. I have already asked about calves less than 500 pounds.
Were there any calves on this operation over 500 pounds?

DYES --+ 4a. How many?- nnn __ nn __ nnnnnn _n n n 1;::8=7=0====
1
871

4b. What was their average weight? ---- -- pounds ~ _

4c. Did you include them earlier in the item 1 categories
above (beef cows, milk cows, bulls, heifers, steers and
calves under 500 pounds)? 1872
[YES, Code 1andexplain;NO, Code 3] n __ n ~ _

o NO
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SECTION 4 - CATTLE AND CALVES ON FEED

Now I would like to discuss Cattle and C,lVt~" on Feed for the slaughter r'l<H~ H

Page 3

1. How many cattle and calves were Cin fee:) January 1 that will go 16)2
DIRECTLY from this operation to the slelughter markeP Nurlbcr on feed January 1 _

Do you (this operation) have any cdttle Gr calves that will go to iHlother let:d ot,
be returned to pasture or go somewher e else before gOing to the slaughter r'ldrkeP

2.

o NO o YES-2a. How mzlny? uu u --

f210
Number L _

Have we missed any cattle or calves thelt you feel should be Included dS
Cattl e on Feed?

3.

o NO

1
o YES-3a.

3b.
How rTlilnY? h __ n _

Why were they not included?
___ ___ ___ Number t_1

! J

4. Are there any CALVES less than 500 pounds on this operation that dre being fed some
grain, si Iage or protei n concentr at e)

o NO DYES

~
4a_ Will any of these '_dives be finished on this operation lur the

slaughter market) Fo YES- 4<11 Howmany? __ uu • __ ------

o NO-

4d2 Did you count them in the litem 11
cattle on feed?

[YES = Code 1, No = Code 3J-

[Go to questIOn 4b]

-------------~------------

4b. Will any of the'll be moved to another feedlot, retlHfle(j to pasture,

or so~ a~~~~de~t~l How many?--- nn h u_u_F------

o NO-

4hi Old you count them In the [Item 1
cattle on feed?

[YES = Code 1,No = 3J-

(Go to questIon 5 ]

____ u_hu_ ~~ __ J

5. Sometimes the decision to finish calve) jor the slaughter market yoursel fur ',ell them as
feeders has not been made at the tilTH, of our survey If you (this operatlor1) hdd some
calves on feed but had not yet made a decision about them, would you INClI)[)E or
EXCLUDE them in the number of Cal tll~ ...Jnd Calves on Feed for the siduglll!.;r narl,et J ['17
[Include = Code 1, Don't Know = )./xclude=Code3] u_h.d _u __ n u _

6. What IS the maximum number of (,.ttl<: and calves you normally feed four II I' SldU.g_'_lt_e_r "cad [6/t_, J
marketatanyonetimeonthe[Sectlonl.ltem1]acres? u ,, _
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SECTION 5 - TERMS AND RECORD USAGE
1. Now I would like to discuss what some terms or words mean to you Many times, terms mean different

things to people living in different areas This information will help us obtain the exact information that
we are interested in. Please look at this card [hand card to respondent) and tell me In your own words
what each term means to you If you are not familiar with a term, let me know and go on to the next one

a. cattle and calves on feed:

b backgrounding:

c. calves (calf):
[Enumerator Note:
If necessary probe with, "To you, are calves a certain weight age, Size,or something else 7"J

2. [Enumerator Note: Did the respondent use any written records for thiS survey 7J

Page 4

DYES
ONO :~)~ ~·1218

3. Did the respondent on the first survey use written records when providing
information to the interviewer?

3a Were these written records from the operation's books, or from another source?

o Operation's books
o Other Source

Identify n _

: ~ }- ~. H _

DYES
o DON'T KNOW
DNO

:~ )--------- --- .. -----.---- ----------------....

C=_J
{If Code} or 3 go to
SectIOn 6, Page 5 J

no .- -~Jl n _n _
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SECTION 6 - PARTNER NAMES Page 5

1. Did you check partners in Section 1. Item 3, on Page 1?

DYES - [Continue] o NO - [Go to Section 8 on the back page]

2. Please identify the other person(s) In this partnership, then go to Section 8 on the back page.
(Make necessary corrections if names have already been entered)

Na me: _--,---:---,- --:---:-:-:-- --,----.,,.-- _
(First) (Middle) (Last) 1

925

924

Did this person operate land indiVidually in this State on June 1, 1992) [

Did this person operate land individually in this State on June 1, 1992' [

Did this person operate land individually in this State on June 1,1992' [J

Did this person operate land individually in this State on June 1, 1992' [

1

926

924

1

9

"924

1

928

924

(lip)

:IYES 0 NO

(lip)

:1YES 0 NO

-
(lip)

J YES 0 NO

(Zip)

YES o NO

Phone. ._

Phone: _

Phone: _
(Last)

Add ress: _---:-::-- _ __:_-----~-__,_-------_:_---:---_
(Rt or St ) (City) (State)

Na me: _--:-::-:---:-- --:---:---:- ---:----: _
(First) (Middle) (Last)

Na me: _---;:--:--;-- -;:-:-~,-:--
(First) (MIddle)

Add ress: _~=----=__:_----.--,,::--:--------_;_:-_,__----
(Rt. or St.) (City) (State)

Nam e: ---:---:-----__:_~-c-:-------,-__:_----
(First) (Middle) (Last)

Add ress: _----,-_ __:_:-:---------,--,,--,---------,.,-----
(Rt or St.) (City) (State)

Address: _---: ~::::-:--------_:_:._--:-_,,_---
(Rt or St.) (City) (State)

[Go to SectIOn 8 on the back page]
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SECTION 7 - CHANGE IN OPERATOR

1. Has this operation (name on label) been sold, or turned over to someone else')

Page 6

D NO - [Go to next Section]

Name

DYES - Please identify the new operator(s).

Address Phone

City State Zip _

la. Did this person operate land individually in this State on June 1, 1992? u DYES

SECTION 8 - CONCLUSION
1. Do you make any day-to-day decisions for another farm or ranch?

DYES - la. What IS the name of this operation?

lb. WasthisoperationinbusinessbeforeJune1, 1992? DYES

2. Thank you for your help in completing this questionnaire. Now I would like to compare these
responses with those from the original interview.

GO TO RECONClLlA nON FORM.

3. Do you have any comments or suggestions about this or any of our other surveys that would
make it easier for you to report?

This completes the survey. Thanks for your help.

Reported by:

Telephone (area code): _ (number): _

Date:

Respondent ResDonse Code Enum. Eva! Jul Date

1-0p 101 3-lnt 910 098 100 987

2-Sp 8-IR

3-0th 9-lnac

Enumerator

Public reporting burden for this survey averages 15 minutes per response This Includes time for reviewing Instructions, gathering the data, and I

completing the questionnaire. Send comments about thiS burden estimate or any other aspect of thiS survey, including suggestions for redUCing I

the burden, to the Office of Management and Budget, Paperwork ReductIOn Project (0535-0213). Washington, D C 20503 Please do not mail I

questionnaire to thiS address
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APPEI'\DIX .J

RECONCILIATION FOR:\l

CATTLE ON FEEl>
SCRVEY QUALITY ASSESSMENT

JANUARY 1993

THIS FORM IS NOT TO BE OPENED UNTIL AFrER THE
REINTERVIEW RESPONSES IIA VE BEEN OBTAIl\'ED. In order to
obtain measures of quality of our data, we must maintain independence
between the initial and rein1l'rview sUn'eys. Viewing the initial response
before the rein1l'niew may damage this relatiollship.

Stratum I ID Subtract Cuullty

LABEL

Respunden t
Combinatiun

950



Initial Respondent: Initial Int:

\JHICH IS REASON FOR
CORRECT? DIFFERENCE

ORIGINAL REINTERVIEIJ - - - - - - - -
QUESTION RESPONSE RESPONSE 1=orig (Explain in

(1) (2) 2=reint detai l below)
3=ei ther

(3) (4)

SECTION 1 --- IDENTIFICATION Office Use
310 410 510 SIO

l. Label Correct? (yes/no)
Corrections 411 511 SIIto Label: office l:",

cattle calves this 312 412 512 SI2
2. Any or on

operation January 1, 1993?
(yes/no)

operation do business 3D 413 5D SIJ3 . Does
under any other name?
(yes/no)

514 SI4Name:

decisions 315 415 515 SIS4. Day-to-day made by:
l=indiv. oper 2-5=partners
8=hired manager

decisions 316 416 SI6 S164a. Are made by the
same person(s) making them
on June 1, 1992? (yes/no)

SECTION 2 --- ACRES OPERATED
total of land 317 417 SI7 SI7

l. How many acres
in this operation on Jan. I?

EXPLANATION
(Explain as fully as possible why the original and reinterview differ)

section Item Reason for difference
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Initial Respondent: Initial Int:

1 and reinterview differ)
difference

UHICH IS REASON FOR
CORRECT? o IFFERENCE

ORIGINAL REINTE:RVIEU --------
QUESTION RESPONSE RLSPONSE l=orig (Explain in

(1) ( ;~) 2=reint detai l below)
3=ei ther

--- (3) (4)

SECTION 3 --- CATTLE AND CALVES
1. Of the total cattle and calves, regardless of ownership, on

the total acres operated January 1, how many \vE~re: Off ice Use
31H 41X SIX XIX

a. Beef Cows
319 419 SI9 Xl9

b. Milk Cows
weighing 32U 42U S2U H2Uc. Bulls 500 lbs. or

more
Heifers, weighing 321 421 521 X21d. 500 lbs. or
more that had not calved

weighing 321 ~~~ 512 'C2e. steers 500 lbs. or
more - .---

weighing less 3D 42.1 S23 X23f. Calves than 500
lbs, including newborn cillves

324 424 524 X24
2. Total cattle and calves on

hand January 1 was:
SECTION 4 --- CATTLE AND CALVES ON FEED

---'--
32S ·c:' 525 tC5

1. Total cattle and calves on
feed Jan 1 that will go
DIRECTLY from this operation
to the slaughter market?
Maximum 326 42h 5~6 X26

2. number of cattle and
calves you normally feed for

the slaughter market at any
one time?

-

EXPLANATION
(Explain as fully as possible why the origina

section Item Reason for

IF NO FURTHER EXPLANATIONS, RETURN TO
REINTERVIEW FORM - SECTION 8 QUESTION #3
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EXPLANATION
(Explain as fully as possible why the original and reinterview differ)

section Item Reason for difference
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APPENDIX K

What else are the respondents saying?

from Minnesota

from South Dakota

from Nebraska

from Illinois

from Iowa

from Nebraska

from Minnesota

from Iowa

from Nebraska

from Illinois

from Illinois

from South Dakota

from Illinois

from Illinois

from Iowa

from Nebraska

from Iowa

from Iowa

from Nebraska

from Iowa

Give th~ larm~r a list of the definition of ll'lllh.

"1\1ake ckar d~finitions of what cattk and cal\'~s are."

"Catch 1l1~on a rainy day."

"Need to use a higher '.veight for calvl's - ()~u as a minimum."

Respondel~t k~1s that survey results are used II) the Board of Trade to hurt farmer's
lllcome.

"Put a qUl'stlOn on about backgrounding so tIll' farmer can make the difference."

"Maybe weight on calves should be raisl'd - cll\es grow faster now."

"Need a st~Ill'lncnt separating cattle on ked .llll! thosl' bl'ing backgrounded."

"I have kl'n filling out (surveys) for years ~ll1dfeel it is fairly simple."

"Questions mean different things to difkrl'nt I '\.:upk. "

"I implant thl'll1, dehorn, castrate, treat for 11('" and worms. That's what I call
backgrounding. "

"You nccd a place on the form to rccord thl' l,'alves from 500 pounds on up."

"You don't pllt calves on f~l'd for slaughll'r, jl:st animals above 400+ to finish and
send to sLlllgllter."

"They CUll]d ask the question about llL'ikrs Sl) Ihat we understand what they
detenninl' ~l heifer to be."

Likes prestlrvey letters; would prefer Iu ti]1 Illt the forms himself than be called on
the phollL'.

"This is a gopd idea to get calf terminulugy (];likd down."

Resptllllkn t linderstand s that d iffcrenl'l's ill ll'l i1 [llean ings could cause differences in
numbers.

"I prefer to \.Ii) these in person for murl' al\:llr,tl'Y and to make sure it's legitimate."

"We kl1l)\\, you're only trying to do your hl'st, but \ve're busy too."

"Clood job by whoever calkd."
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from Iowa

from Minnesota

from Minnesota

"Government agencies should share data so the farmer wouldn't be contacted so
often. "

"Personal interviews are easier to do."

"You people love to ask questions, don't you?"

from South Dakota -- "It would be better if we had our records when they called. "

from Nebraska "It's easier to give accurate information in person when I can see the questions than
over the phone. "

from South Dakota -- "Make questions simpler so we can understand them better." "Then with tongue in
cheek, he grinned and said, 'It'd be easier if they didn't ask us any questions. '"

from South Dakota -- "When will we be seein' you again?"
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APPENDIX L

Wh th Lt. 1·d ... ~....at are .. e.ie ····en.umeratofSsay:tngf
from Nebraska

from Nebraska

from Nebraska

"He felt the (QA) report was easy to do."

"Spouse had Illany comments as we did intervil:w."

"He told f\lary that what he had told Janet was absolutely correct."

from Nebraska "Operator said he might be in trouble when I told him I'd be asking some of the
same questions he was asked on the telephone interview as he said he gave quick

answers on phone."
[Note: Total cattle and calves changed from 86 on the initial interview to 69 on the QA interview. The
reconciled value = the QA response. J

from IlIinois

from Illinois

from Illinois

from Illinois

"[The reconcikltion] was easy to follow and do. The farmer [was] eager to help
with the difference in answers."

"I had all good people and they were interested in what we were trying to do. I
enjoyed d()ing it."

"In my opinion the terms cattle and calves on feed and the term calf should both be
eliminated from questions concerning feedlot ILlmbers. The terms may mean 10
different thing) to 10 different cattle feeders."

"I did six l1lterviews and each reaction was dijlerent. Some positive, some neutral
and others negative, so I couldn't generalize. Although, I believe the reactions I got
would have been the same for any survey, that is they didn't respond any differently
just because it was a reinterview."

from South Dakota n "It went better than I thought it would and [ Jilin't have [any] problems except on 2
where the cOlllputer goofed up and the guys didn't know where the answers came
from. "

from South Dakota -- "Most respondents were open to this and had ~l good feeling that we were trying to
improve things for them."

from South Dakota -- "The date of the original interview is very important. I found that some people gave
the information to the I st enumerator for the date being interviewed, not Jan 1."

from South Dakota

from South Dakota

"Lap top computers for enumerators would cost more but would be more effective."

"Reinterview -;amples should be drawn from pl:rsonal interviews only. I feel it's
more important for the original interview to lw done in person than the reinterview."

from South Dakota -- "There are mixed interpretations of cattle on f'~'ed and what is a calf."

from Nebraska "I think we left the impression with the operators that we are truly serious about
updating and fine tuning our data collection procedures."
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from Nebraska

from Nebraska

from Nebraska

from Minnesota

from Minnesota

from Minnesota

from Minnesota

from Iowa

from Iowa

from Iowa

from Iowa

"Caught a couple that had listed COF but had missed the word directly to slaughter
market but question #2 on reinterview caught it. They were actually
backgrounding. "

"I had no problems as I told them we were doing a special research project checking
our systems to give them the best possible statistics. "

"I feel the reinterviews are a valuable tool in giving the respondent more awareness
of the importance of the date, acres and livestock (regardless of ownership) that
should be reported on first interview. "

"The only problem I see is that farmers don't hear the questions as they are written."

"The reconciliation interviews run very smoothly. They are pretty easy and fun to
do. The farmers are cooperative because they have already done the first part of the
survey. "

"Most farmers I had were very negative period --they are very depressed about
everything, markets, etc., corn prices, farm program, etc., etc."

"Could reinterview surveys be done in the summer when we don't lose days because
of blizzards?"

"This form was much better than ones in the past when you more or less said who
made the mistake in getting the information."

"The farmers seemed pleased that we were asking their ideas and that we were doing
our best to be accurate. "

"I feel that the good response I got was a blessing as they were all busy hauling
corn, getting in and selling cattle, etc. Farmers are one of a kind!!!!"

"Farmers thought it was a very good step to get standard definitions and to review
questions. "
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